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The calculated nuclear matrix elements for the neutrinoless double-beta (0νββ) decay suffer
from several limitations. Predicted matrix-element values depend on the many-body method
used to calculate them and, in addition, they may need to be “quenched”, albeit by an
unknown amount due to the relatively high momemtum transferred in the decay. These
uncertainties are hard to figure out from theoretical calculations alone because of the unique
character of 0νββ decay, not clearly related to other nuclear structure observables. We present
recent progress in the determination of the nuclear matrix elements. First, we report improved
shell model calculations in an extended configuration space of two harmonic oscillator shells.
Second, we note the relation between the 0νββ decay and double Gamow-Teller transitions
that can in principle be measured in double charge-exchange reactions. These new insights
pave the way for a more reliable estimation of the value of the nuclear matrix elements.
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1. Introduction
In a neutrinoless double-beta (0νββ) decay an atomic nucleus decays into another one
with two more protons and two fewer neutrons, emitting two electrons. In other words,
two leptons are created. Such violation of the lepton number conservation is only possible
if neutrinos—unlike any other fundamental particle—are its own antiparticle, a possibility
first suggested by Ettore Majorana in the 1930’s. In spite of the challenges associated with
the detection of a process that involves new physics, 0νββ decay is being pursued by several
experimental collaborations [1–7]. A major advantage is that the parameter mββ that controls
the 0νββ decay half-life is fully fixed by the the known neutrino mass differences and mixing
angles, in such a way that mββ only depends on the ordering —“normal” or “inverted”—of
the neutrinos masses [8]:
[T 0ν1/2]
−1 = G0ν
∣∣∣M0νββ∣∣∣2m2ββ . (1)
There is, however, a catch. The 0νββ decay half-life also depends on the value of an associated
nuclear matrix element (NME), M0νββ, like any other nuclear decay—G0ν is a known phase-
space factor. NMEs need to be calculated theoretically, and their value is key to assess the
prospects to observe 0νββ decay in present and next-generation experiments.
At present, predicted NME values vary by a factor two or three depending on the many-
body method used to calculate them. In addition, the results may need to be “quenched” as
is common for β decays, but since the momentum transfer in 0νββ decay is much larger, the
necessity of such “quenching” is unclear [8]. These proceedings discuss recent ideas towards
a more reliable determination of the NMEs, with focus on improved many-body calculations,
and on the relation between 0νββ decay and double Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions.
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2. Shell model nuclear matrix elements in two harmonic oscillator shells
Among the nuclear many-body methods used to study 0νββ decay, the nuclear shell model
plays a prominent role, as one of the most successful approaches to nuclear structure [9].
Nonetheless the main drawback of shell-model NMEs is that they are typically calculated
limiting the configuration space to one harmonic oscillator shell. While, in general, such
restriction works very well to describe the nuclear structure and spectroscopy of stable nuclei,
it has been claimed that such a configuration space may not be large enough to obtain
converged 0νββ decay NMEs [10].
The lightest ββ emitter is 48Ca. This is therefore the nucleus for which shell model cal-
culations beyond one harmonic oscillator shell are less demanding computationally. Ref. [11]
calculated the NME for the 0νββ decay in a configuration space consisting of two harmonic
oscillator shells, the sd and pf shells. Previous shell model calculations were restricted to the
pf shell, while Ref. [11] was able to include up to 2~ω sd-pf excitations. The calculation was
validated by reproducing the excitation spectra of the initial and final nuclei of the decay,
48Ca and 48Ti [11]. In addition, the shell model calculation of Ref. [11] showed a good de-
scription of the GT strength, including the GT giant resonance (GR), of 48Ca and 48Ti into
48Sc [12]—these GT strengths had been measured in charge-exchange experiments [13]—,
and reproduced the two-neutrino ββ decay matrix element of 48Ca as well. For the tran-
sition operators, the agreement to experiment was only possible after a “renormalization”,
or “quenching”, of the theoretical predictions by a factor q = 0.71 for each spin-isospin στ
term present in the corresponding operator. This is, once for the GT strength and twice for
two-neutrino ββ decay matrix element.
The result of Ref. [11] is shown in Fig. 1. Note that the NME does not include a possible
“renormalization” of the NMEs, even though such “renormalization” is required to reproduce
the 48Ca two-neutrino ββ decay half-life. The main conclusion found in Ref. [11] is that, in
spite of performing the calculation in a significantly larger configuration space, the 48Ca
NMEs was enhanced by only ∼ 30% in the two-shell calculation compared to the one-shell
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Fig. 1. 48Ca and 76Ge 0νββ decay NME calculated in a one-shell (shaded) and two-shell (solid)
configuration space. One-shell [14] and 48Ca [11] calculations are performed with the full shell model,
while the 76Ge two shell calculation [15] use the approximate generator-coordinate method.
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one. The main reason for such a relatively small effect is the competition between two type of
contributions: on the one hand, pair-type two-particle–two-hole excitations into the additional
harmonic oscillator shell tend to enhance the value of the NMEs [16]; on the other hand,
one-particle–one-hole type excitations—which are generally related to two decaying nucleons
coupled to angular momentum J > 0—tend to reduce the value of the NME [16]. Overall,
the competition between these two kinds of contributions results in a moderate enhancement
of the NME in the expanded configuration space. Since the competition is expected to be
general, similar effects are expected for extending the configuration space of shell model NME
calculations in heavier ββ emitters.
This expectation is consistent with the recent result of Ref. [15], which calculated the
nuclear matrix element of 76Ge in a configuration space consisting of two harmonic oscillator
shells. This calculation is based on the generator-coordinated method, which does not include
all the many-body correlations present in the shell model, because a full shell model diagonal-
ization of the two-shell configuration space is beyond present computing capabilities. Fig. 1
shows the result of Ref. [15] in comparison with a shell model calculation in one oscillator
shell. Similarly to the findings in 48Ca, the impact of increasing the size of the configuration
space is small, with the NME even slightly reducing its value in the larger space.
3. ββ decay and double Gamow-Teller transitions
In the absence of a 0νββ detection, theoretical calculations of the NMEs have to be tested
against different nuclear structure data. First, all calculations compare their predictions to
the nuclear structure of the initial and final states of the decay. In addition, an obvious ob-
servable to test calculations is the two-neutrino ββ decay, which shares initial and final states
with 0νββ decay and has similar spin-isospin structure. However, the momentum transfers in
the two ββ modes are very different: while in the two-neutrino case the momentum transfer
is limited by the Q-value—a couple of MeV—in the neutrinoless case momentum is trans-
ferred via the not-to-be-emitted virtual neutrinos. A test of the relevant momentum-transfer
regime—about q ∼ 100 MeV—would involve a comparison to muon capture or neutrino scat-
tering. Unfortunately, data on these observables is limited. GT transition strengths measured
in charge-exchange experiments are also typically used to test calculations. Described by the
same operator as GT β decays, GT transitions are not limited by the Q-value, and can be
studied to energies even past the GT GR at E ∼ 10− 15 MeV.
A closer connection to 0νββ decay can be expected to come from double GT (DGT)
transitions that are being looked for in double charge-exchange experiments [17–20]. The
operator structure 0νββ decay of DGT transitions is very similar, with the corresponding
matrix elements given by
M0νββ(i→ f) = M0νGT +
M0νF
g2A
+M0νT =
∑
X=GT,F,T
〈f |
∑
a,b
HX(rab)SX τ
+
a τ
+
b |i〉 , (2)
MDGT (i→ f) = 〈f |
∑
a,b
[σaτ
+
a × σbτ+b ]λ |i〉 , (3)
where σ, τ denote spin and isospin, respectively, and gA is the axial coupling. The labels F
and T stand for the subleading Fermi and tensor parts of the 0νββ NME, much smaller—
less than 20%—than the dominant GT piece associated to the spin structure SGT = σ1 ·σ2.
Therefore besides the small effect of the F and T terms, for DGT transitions to the ground
state of the final nucleus—where the DGT operator can only couple to λ = 0—the 0νββ and
DGT operators only differ by the presence of the neutrino potential H, which depends on the
internucleon distance rab. The form of the neutrino potentials is given in detail in Ref. [21].
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Fig. 2. Correlation between 0νββ decay NMEs M0νββ(0+gs,i → 0+gs,f ) and the DGT matrix elements
MDGT(0+gs,i → 0+gs,f ). Shell model results for germanium, tellurium, tin, tellurium, and xenon isotopes
(black) including the ββ emitters 76Ge, 82Se, 124Sn, 130Te and 136Xe (blue) are compared to EDF
theory [23] (green) and QRPA predictions [24] (open red symbols). The calculations use several shell
model interactions for each isotope [14,25,26]. Adapted from Ref. [22].
Reference [22] predicted the DGT strength of 48Ca, including the DGT GR using large-
scale shell model calculations up to two oscillator shells. Interestingly, the energy of the
resonance was found to be correlated—in the shell model calculation—to the value of the
0νββ decay NME. This relation is due to the dependence of the two observables to particle-
like pairing correlations. As a consequence, a measurement of the DGT GR in 48Ca could
provide an indication of the value of the NME of the same nucleus.
In addition, Ref. [22] studied DGT transitions to the ground state, and compared the
results to the 0νββ decay NMEs. Note that the initial and final states of both processes are the
same, and also the transition operator is very similar, as discussed above. Instead of limiting to
one particular case—as in the study of the DGT GR—the calculations included a set of nuclei
ranging from calcium to xenon isotopes, with nuclear mass number 42 ≤ A ≤ 136. Therefore
several ββ emitters but also many isotopes not relevant for 0νββ decay searches were studied.
Nonetheless, these additional calculations are very useful to illuminate systematic effects.
Figure 2 summarizes the results of Ref. [22]. A good linear correlation is found between
the DGT transitions to the ground state and 0νββ NMEs. The linear correlation does not
depend on the details of the shell-model interaction used, or in the correlations included
in the shell-model initial and final states—as long as particle-like pairing correlations are
present. Furthermore, the correlation between 0νββ and DGT matrix elements is valid for
ββ emitters, shown in blue in Fig. 2, and for all the other nuclei—seventeen isotopes in
total. Moreover, the correlation observed in the shell model is consistent with the results
of energy-density functional (EDF) theory [23]—also shown in Fig. 2—even if for the latter
approach 0νββ and DGT matrix elements are much larger than the shell model ones. In
contrast, quasiparticle random-phase approximation (QRPA) results [24]—shown in Fig. 2
as well—do not support the linear correlation found for the shell model.
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Fig. 3. 82Se (left panel) and 130Te (right) normalized radial density distributions C(r) of the GT
0νββ (red) and DGT (orange) matrix elements. Shell model interactions from Ref. [14] are used.
The linear correlation shown in Fig. 2 relates the 0νββ decay NME, driven by the weak
interaction, and the DGT matrix element, a result of the strong interaction. It therefore opens
the door to exploring 0νββ decay NMEs in nuclear double charge-exchange experiments [17–
20]. This is, however, a formidable challenge at the experimental and theoretical level. First,
the DGT transition is a tiny—0.03 per mil—piece of the DGT sum rule. In addition, dedicated
reaction theory efforts are needed to establish the relation between double charge-exchange
cross-sections and DGT matrix elements.
What is the origin of the linear correlation between 0νββ decay and DGT transitions?
To address this question, Fig. 3 shows the normalized radial densities of the 0νββ and DGT
matrix elements, defined as
C0νGT (r) = 〈f |
∑
ab
δ(r − rab)HGT (rab)σa · σb τaτb|i〉/M0νGT , (4)
CDGT (r) = 〈f |
∑
ab
δ(r − rab) [σa × σb]0 τaτb|i〉/MDGT . (5)
Figure 3 shows that the two matrix elements are dominated by the contribution of nucleons
that are relatively close to each other, rab . 3 fm. In the case of DGT transitions this
is the result of the partial cancellation of the longer-range contributions. This short-range
dominance is non trivial, as Fig. 3 shows that the shell model calculation naturally probes
internucleon distances up to twice the nuclear radius.
The short-range character provides an explanation for the existence of the linear corre-
lation between the two matrix elements. The work of Bogner et al. [27, 28] shows that when
an operator probes only the short-range physics of low-energy states, the corresponding ma-
trix elements factorize into a universal operator-dependent constant times a state-dependent
number which is common to all short-range operators. Since both 0νββ decay and DGT shell-
model matrix elements fulfill these conditions, a linear relation between them is predicted. In
contrast, the QRPA DGT matrix elements receive contributions from longer range, so that
the correlation is not predicted in their case, in agreement with Fig. 2.
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4. Conclusions
We have summarized two advances that improve our understanding of 0νββ decay. On
the one hand, shell model calculations in a configuration space comprising two oscillator
shells suggest that the NME obtained in standard shell model calculations are reasonably
converged. On the other hand, the finding of a good linear correlation between the NMEs and
DGT transitions, valid across the nuclear chart, brings the opportunity to obtain precious
information on 0νββ decay in double charge-exchange nuclear reactions. These advances pave
the way towards a more reliable determination of the 0νββ NMEs in the mid-term future.
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